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Abstract
As Social Computing has increasingly captivated the general
public, it has become a popular research area for computer
scientists. Social Computing research focuses on online so-
cial behavior and using artifacts derived from it for providing
recommendations and other useful community knowledge.
Unfortunately, some of that behavior and knowledge incur
societal costs, particularly with regards to Privacy, which is
viewed quite differently by different populations as well as
regulated differently in different locales. But clever technical
solutions to those challenges may impose additional societal
costs, e.g., by consuming substantial resources at odds with
Green Computing, another major area of societal concern.
We propose a new crosscutting research area, Societal Com-
puting, that focuses on the technical tradeoffs among com-
putational models and application domains that raise signif-
icant societal issues. We highlight some of the relevant re-
search topics and open problems that we foresee in Societal
Computing. We feel that these topics, and Societal Comput-
ing in general, need to gain prominence as they will provide
useful avenues of research leading to increasing benefits for
society as a whole.

Categories and Subject Descriptors K.4.0 [Computing
Milieux]: Computers and Society—General

General Terms Human Factors

Keywords Correlation Privacy, Gullibility Factor, Regula-
tory Localization, Green Computing, Social Networking,
Web 2.0

1. Introduction
Today’s college students do not remember when social rec-
ommendations, such as those provided by Amazon, Netflix,
Last.fm, and StumbleUpon, were not commonplace. The
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rise of Web 2.0 and social networking has popularized so-
cial computing as a research area. Established research com-
munities such as Human Factors [49], Computer Supported
Cooperative Work, and Software Engineering have fostered
emerging topics such as Recommender Systems [18, 25, 53]
and Social Software Engineering [8, 20, 29, 40, 41]. How-
ever, social computing is primarily concerned with achieving
individual benefits from community participation, and not so
much with addressing the societal downsides – in particular
that those individual benefits may come at community ex-
pense or even the longer-term expense of the individual.

We present a novel problem – or perhaps a novel way
of looking at known problems – that we believe has not yet
been explored by the community. Thus we propose and de-
fine “Societal Computing,” a new research area for com-
puter scientists in general and software engineering and pro-
gramming language communities (SE/PL, hereafter) in par-
ticular, concerned with the impact of computational trade-
offs on societal issues. Societal Computing research will fo-
cus on aspects of computer science that address significant
issues and concerns facing the society as a whole such as
Privacy, Climate Change, Green Computing, Sustainability,
and Cultural Differences. In particular, Societal Computing
research will focus on the research challenges that arise due
to the tradeoffs among these areas. An example of such a
tradeoff could be a complex software system that needs to
comply with varying laws in different regions or countries.
While complying with such laws is important for the soci-
ety as it might safeguard the interests of individuals, doing
so might require investing considerable computer resources
through the entire software lifecycle, which might not be a
good idea when Green Computing is concerned. As com-
plying with laws would be mandatory, the option should not
be to ignore the law but perhaps to lobby to change the law,
by making regulators aware of the green computing impli-
cations, or perhaps choose not offer this software (or maybe
just turn off the affected features) in locales that retain the
expensive laws. Most of these are legal/business decisions
and not an SE/PL concern, but the SE/PL community can
make it easier to orthogonalize features (and thus make sim-
ple to turn off without breaking everything else) whose com-
pliance with local laws might be expensive.
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Figure 1. Number of Publication Venues in the ACM Digi-
tal Library from 1951 to 2010

Such tradeoffs can affect the entire software lifecycle,
from conceptualization and development to deployment and
operation. Many Societal Computing issues stem from re-
cent trends in social computing, and possibly may even be
solved by drawing on social computing models, such as the
wisdom of crowds, collaborative filtering and so on; but
many of the concerns are orthogonal and could possibly be
addressed by novel approaches grounded in the SE/PL com-
munities. We feel that the SE/PL community has a special
role to play as it provides the substrate - the languages, com-
pilers, design techniques, architectures, testing approaches,
etc. on which all software systems are founded.

We describe our motivation in the next section and briefly
outline some initial Societal Computing topics in the follow-
ing sections. In this essay, we highlight a few research chal-
lenges posed by tensions between prospective technologies
targeting these subareas.

2. Motivation
Anthony Kronman in his book “Education’s End: Why Our
Colleges and Universities Have Given Up on the Mean-
ing of Life” opines that graduate programs at universities
have become increasingly specialized. He argues that ini-
tially universities were much more broader in their scope
and increasing emphasis on the research ideal has resulted
in them becoming very specialized. He says: “Graduate stu-
dents learn to restrict their attention to a single segment of
human knowledge and to accept their incompetence to as-
sess, or even understand, the work of specialists in other ar-
eas. [. . .] They are taught to understand that only by accept-
ing the limits of specialization can they ever hope to make an
“original contribution” to the ever-growing body of scholar-
ship in which the fruits on research are contained.” [23]

In the field of Computer Science as well, this increasing
specialization is evident by the increasing number of pub-
lication venues that exist now and by how this number has
changed over the years. A good indicator of the number of
publication venues is the number of proceedings (for confer-

ences and workshops) that are available in the ACM Digital
Library [1]. This is shown in Figure 1. We see an exponen-
tial increase in the number of the publication venues in the
last ten years. As the number of publication venues has in-
creased, it has resulted in specialization of Computer Sci-
ence into subareas and sub-subareas.

While this research specialization is important and has
resulted in our increased understanding of the field, it has
also made our scopes very narrow. Our problem is an in-
verse to that of being a “jack of all trades and a master
of none.” Researchers have become experts in their spe-
cialized subareas (and sub-subareas) on Computer Science
while being relatively unaware of the other subareas. Due to
this narrowing of scope, researchers are not very aware of
the advances made in the other subareas and in particular,
the tradeoffs that might exist between them. Advanced re-
search and progress made in one research subarea may have
a negative effect on some other research subarea. This no-
tion of tradeoffs is analogous to the concept of Pareto Effi-
ciency [35] in Economics, which deals with the distribution
of goods among a set of individuals in society. Pareto Effi-
ciency refers to the state of distribution where it’s not possi-
ble to make an individual “better off” without making some
other individual “worse off.” Not being in a Pareto Efficient
state would imply that it is possible to optimize both (or mul-
tiple) areas; being in a Pareto Efficient state would imply that
it is not possible to optimize one area without affecting the
other one. In our case of Societal Computing, identifying
such a state will be an important research challenge and this
identification may not be possible without a detailed under-
standing of the different areas that we’re trying to optimize.

We feel that such tradeoffs exist in many different areas
and that a broadening of research scope is necessary to
effectively address them. We need to take a much more
holistic view of research. We describe some subareas of
Societal Computing and the tradeoffs among them in the
following sections.

3. Societal Computing Topics
In this section, we describe some research areas relevant
to Societal Computing and we will highlight the tradeoffs
among these areas in Section 4.

3.1 Privacy
Privacy in the context of social computing systems has be-
come a major concern for the society at large. A search for
the pair of terms “facebook” and “privacy” gives nearly two
billion hits on popular search engines. Recent feature en-
hancements and policy changes in social networking and
recommender applications – as well as their increasingly
common use – have exacerbated this issue [11, 16, 21, 54].
With many online systems that range from providing pur-
chasing recommendations to suggesting plausible friends, as
well as media attention (e.g., the AOL anonymity-breaking
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incident reported by the New York Times [4]), both users and
non-users of the systems (e.g., friends, family, co-workers,
etc. mentioned or photographed by users) are growing more
and more concerned about their personal privacy [43].

Social computing systems, when treated in combination,
have created a threat that we call “Correlation Privacy.”
Narayanan and Shmatikov [31] demonstrated a relatively
straightforward method to breach privacy and identify in-
dividuals by correlating anonymized Netflix movie rating
data with public IMDb data. A similar approach could poten-
tially be applied to any combination of such data-gathering
systems, so how to safeguard again these “attacks” may be
a fruitful research direction. This is analogous to earlier
work addressing queries on census data but, at that time,
there were relatively few prospective attackers [2, 7]. There
has been some initial work towards retaining privacy while
still benefiting from recommendation systems (e.g., [9, 44]).
There have also been other approaches such as k-anonymity
[46], differential privacy [13], and applications of differen-
tial privacy to different domains [36, 39].

A related challenge is to make the existence of privacy
threats more understandable to ordinary users who do not
have a technical background and/or in cases where it’s not
very clear how users’ information might be employed by the
system, particularly germane for systems that provide APIs
making it easier (than screen scraping) for third parties to
utilize that information (e.g., [3, 15, 24]). There has been
some recent work (e.g., [22, 45]) towards this end. One in-
teresting option might be to make privacy more quantifiable,
perhaps by introducing a notion of “Gullibility Factor” for
privacy settings, say ranging from 0 to 1 with 1 being the
least private. For example, we could say that the default set-
tings for Facebook have a Gullibility Factor of 0.5, whereas
for Twitter it’s 0.2 (we made up these numbers). A simple
scoring scheme might steer away fearful users, while en-
couraging the merely puzzled to consult one of the numerous
“how to” guide articles on privacy settings from sources such
as the New York Times [38] and the BBC [37].

While research efforts in this area have been promising,
there is a lot of scope for further research. Researchers will
need to be aware, in particular, of the tradeoff of Privacy with
other Societal Computing topics and we elaborate on this in
Section 4.

3.2 Cultural Differences
Different regions and cultures around the world vary in their
notions and perceptions on what is acceptable and what
shouldn’t be allowed. An increasingly important area of
Societal Computing will be building systems that can adapt
automatically to different regions and cultures.

One important cultural difference we highlight here is
Legal Challenges. Legal issues present additional research
challenges for a wide range of software systems beyond just
social computing applications. For example, privacy-related
laws vary tremendously from country to country, e.g., con-

sider Germany compared to the United States. Systems such
as Facebook and Google Street View, which have been ac-
cepted by the government and individuals in the US, are
facing many obstacles in Germany [43]. After the Second
World War, Germany has legislated very strict privacy laws
to prevent the government from persecuting its citizens. It
is illegal in Germany to publish names or images of private
individuals (including felons) without their permission [32].
Before allowing Google’s Street View service, German data
protection agencies asked Google to audit the information
collected by their street view mapping cars. During the audit,
they discovered that the cars were collecting personal infor-
mation such as emails and phone numbers from unsecured
wifi networks [5].

One intriguing example open research problem would
consider the implications of regulation diversity on software.
To deal with different cultures and customs, we would re-
quire novel modularization mechanisms beyond those em-
ployed for software localizations of keyboard, written lan-
guage, the customs of different geographical regions, etc. We
call this “Regulatory Localization.” We feel that multidisci-
plinary research with other areas of Computer Science such
as natural language processing would be highly beneficial.

Another example of a cultural difference is censorship.
Different regions believe different things should be cen-
sored. For certain topics there is almost universal agreement
on censorship (e.g., child pornography [47]); some others are
more debatable (e.g., political or government secrets [42],
web search results [10, 48], marijuana [19]). What’s accept-
able would depend a lot on the region and cultural precon-
ceptions in place. As we build software systems that have
users all over the world, we would need novel techniques for
dealing with such issues. This also relates to the current de-
bate on Net Neutrality [52]. If, for example, we know that
certain states/regions are not being net neutral, would we
design, develop, test, or operate our software systems dif-
ferently?

A recent paper [17] also discusses how local laws can af-
fect software engineering. Those authors focus on intellec-
tual property laws and licensing, warranty and liability, and
transborder data flows, and propose “lawful software engi-
neering” research directions concerned with coping with the
wide variety of legal constraints during software develop-
ment and deployment. While that work falls within the scope
of our proposal, we are primarily concerned with the poten-
tial interactions with other aspects of Societal Computing.

3.3 Green Computing
Green Computing (or Green IT) is “the study and practice of
designing, manufacturing, using, and disposing of comput-
ers, servers, and associated subsystems [...] efficiently and
effectively with minimal or no impact on the environment”
[30]. With our oil reserves projected to exhaust in less than
fifty years [50], and renewable energy sources still providing
only a small fraction [14], Green Computing here and now
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is becoming more and more important and, indeed, vital to
our children and grandchildren.

Investigating how to build greener software systems from
an SE/PL perspective, in addition to the complementary al-
gorithmic efficiency and systems perspective such as re-
source allocation, platform virtualization, and power man-
agement pursued by other computer science subdisciplines
[27] will be important. For instance, say we could quantify
complex software systems’ behavior in terms of energy ex-
pended. There has been some initial research in this area
such as [51], which tries to quantify the carbon footprint of
a Google Search. Then we could investigate ways to make
this quantification more modular, devise software architec-
tures and design patterns intended to give developers and
end-users more control over energy use, and invent testing
methods that check for energy violations. And, further, re-
think testing in general, perhaps pushing more testing into
the field (“perpetual testing” [34]), to reduce pre-deployment
energy consumption and, perhaps, better spread the burden
across energy sources. If we could make this quantification
more modular (perhaps to the level of individual functional-
ity provided by large systems), we could then provide easy
means for operators and end-users to disable unneeded mod-
ules, which may play a critical role in Green Computing, to
reduce energy consumption on server farms, desktops, and
the increasingly abundant mobile platforms. As a simple ex-
ample, a system like Netflix could inform each user that it
would save X amount of energy to disable automated recom-
mendations and only enable them when and if really needed
(note that user altruism is a very different kind of model than
charging extra for certain functionality [33]). But quantify-
ing which user-visible functionality saves how much energy
may not be easy, particularly when systems are built by in-
tegrating components.

Our Societal Computing initiative envisions investigating
the tradeoffs of Green Computing with the other areas and
we highlight these tradeoffs in the following section.

4. Societal Computing Tradeoffs
While there is a lot of potential for novel research in these
individual areas of Societal Computing, in this essay we fo-
cus on the tradeoffs between these different areas and the
research challenges that arise out of these tensions. A cen-
tral discussion point of this essay is to consider the problem
of how software methodologies and technologies aimed at
reducing societal costs in one area can sometimes raise soci-
etal costs for another. For example, there may be clever ways
to engineer social computing and other applications to pro-
tect privacy or enforce regulations that inherently consume
vast CPU cycles and other resources, which could be con-
sidered “anti-green.” We need a holistic view.

4.1 Privacy vs. Green Computing
Say we have developed an awesome new social computing
system S whose privacy-preservation properties may be sus-
pect. One possible approach would be to try correlating S
with other popular social systems, such as Netflix, IMDb,
Facebook, Amazon, etc., to determine whether privacy can
indeed be breached and to what degree (e.g., are potentially
all users at risk, only those who use a specific other social
system, or only a small fraction of the latter with unique in-
formation). We might do this prior to public use of S, e.g.,
using an internal test team and/or informed beta testers (who
might invent phony identities). Such an experiment could
give us an estimate of the likely privacy breaches, and pos-
sibly point towards steps that could be taken to safeguard
against them.

However, straightforward mechanisms that poke or data-
mine for potential breaches would likely require substantial
computational resources; while this kind of testing may be a
good idea where Correlation Privacy is concerned, it may not
be so good for Green Computing. And it also does not ad-
dress correlation against future social computing systems or
unexpected uses of our system. So instead we could wait un-
til S has been populated by the general public and then peri-
odically correlate a sampling, which might require fewer re-
sources and/or better distribute the resource burden, as well
as draw on other new social systems as they are launched.
But by then any privacy threats could be actual rather than
hypothetical, and consequent protective measures too late.
What design and testing techniques can we devise to bal-
ance privacy with green computing, particularly in a context
where subsystems might be developed by different organi-
zations? Broadening of research scope will be important to
be able to effectively address these concerns.

4.2 Privacy vs. Cultural Differences
As countries are increasingly trying to pass new privacy laws
[6, 26] and companies are being taken to court and getting
fined for privacy violations [12, 28], legal issues dealing with
privacy will become even more complex. We believe that as
countries mandate new requirements for privacy, there will
be an important tradeoff between these laws and privacy is-
sues - in particular, the Gullibility Factor. Say we have an
awesome new system S that has users in different parts of
the world. As each country might have (slightly) different
privacy laws, our system would need to comply with all the
different regulations. Imagine a user Fred who is a US citi-
zen. We would need to comply with US regulations in this
case and Fred would have set his privacy settings as needed.
Now if Fred decides to travel to another country (say, Ger-
many) for business or a conference, we might also need to
comply with the German regulations for privacy. In addi-
tion, we might also need to comply with the EU regulations,
which may or may not be the same as the German regula-
tions. Having to comply with all these different regulations
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will only end up making privacy threats and settings harder
to understand for users and might also result in less usable
systems. Note that such conflicts and confusions needn’t
arise due to travel to different countries, but might also exist
due to the different city, state, and federal rules. What tech-
niques can we use to make privacy and privacy settings more
understandable to ordinary users when we need to also com-
ply with complex legal regulations? An understanding of the
different research areas involved will be crucial to address
the various research challenges that we face.

4.3 Green Computing vs. Green Computing
There is also an interesting (and recursive) tradeoff of Green
Computing with itself. As part of the development of greener
software systems, we may need to invest substantial com-
puter resources. For example, social recommendation sys-
tems tend to rely on expensive data-mining, but developing
a greener recommendation system that is kinder to the en-
vironment could also be quite expensive. In the worst case,
the amount of resources spent on building such green sys-
tems may far outweigh the energy benefits of replacing their
less-green counterparts with these new systems, a classic ex-
ample of being “penny wise, pound foolish.” How can we
efficiently analyze this in advance of expending those re-
sources?

5. How can we contribute?
A common theme in these tradeoffs is finding the right bal-
ance between the different areas of Societal Computing. If
we haven’t reached the Pareto Efficient state yet, it might
be possible to optimize different areas simultaneously. Once
we reach the Pareto Efficient state, trying to improve one of
these areas might have an adverse effect of some other area.
An important concern and a big research challenge will be
trying to identify such a state - would this be pair-wise for
the different subareas? would this be multi-variable across
all possible areas? We believe that this will require a de-
tailed understanding of the various Societal Computing ar-
eas. What to do once we reach the Pareto Efficient state gives
us further food for thought. One approach to consider, even
though it might be considered an anathema to all technolog-
ical advances, is to spend more human time to reduce re-
liance on non-renewable resources. Most technology (since
the dawn of time) has been designed to make humans more
productive and to reduce the burden of work for humans.
However, as resources start becoming scarce, humans may
need to take on more of this burden. This might imply a
greater reliance on design or code review instead of exe-
cution testing. We would then need to figure out how we
could do reviews across different systems, e.g., to manually
find Correlation Privacy problems. We might also encourage
human policing of privacy violations and/or time spent in
end-user training to reduce the Gullibility Factor rather than
automated ways for detecting these.

One argument towards Societal Computing might be that
many different communities - such as operating systems and
networks - need to look at these problems as well. We agree
that multi-disciplinary research is crucial and we feel that
the SE/PL community needs to expand its scope towards
more multidisciplinary research efforts. As the rest of the
CS community usually ends up writing software to imple-
ment their research ideas and put them into practice, we have
the special (and perhaps enviable?) role of cutting across
the various domains as we provide the underlying platform -
i.e., languages, compilers, development techniques, etc.- for
implementation for most systems. Naturally it behooves us
to come up with ways of dealing with Societal Computing
concerns. We could make available means such as design
patterns, architectural metaphors, better tools, APIs, smarter
compilers, better testing techniques, and new programming
languages to deal with some of these concerns. We can
help the other communities make an easier decision when
it comes to the tradeoffs. We can also address how to imple-
ment these balanced systems. We feel that a broadening of
research scope is very important and necessary to address the
research challenges and in particular, the tradeoffs among
the different areas of Societal Computing. Finding the right
balance among the tradeoffs in these different research areas
will be crucial.
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